Texas vs. The World Strive Back
The SA and ONE Fund Rises For Filipino Tsunami Victims

MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor

The Student Association and ONE Fund are united in their efforts to support the Philippines. They have organized a fundraiser to raise money for the victims of the recent Typhoon. The event will be held on [date] at [location].

Students Assist Dumas

Volunteers Comfort Tornado Victims

HEATHER BROWNING
editor in chief

The Student Association has organized a day of service for its members to volunteer in the community. Volunteers will be assisting in local schools and hospitals to help those in need.

Economics Team Wins SIFE Regional

ASHTON REELY
assistant news editor

The Hardin-Simmons University SIFE team has won the regional championship at the University of Texas at Austin. The team will now compete in the national championship in May.

Dr. Bryan Burke, dean of the College of Business Administration, said the team's success is due to the hard work and dedication of its members. The team has been working on numerous projects to prepare for the competition.

Michelle Green
student reporter

The Battle of the Bands will be held on May 6-9 in Dallas. The event will feature several music groups from around the country. The teams will perform in front of crowds and judges to determine the winner.

The Warehouse

MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor

The Warehouse club is hosting a fundraiser to support the victims of the recent Typhoon. The event will be held on [date] at [location].

The club will be selling T-shirts and other merchandise to raise money for the cause. The event will also feature live music and a raffle to further support the cause.
I don't even pretend to imagine the intense feelings that were going through her mind as she sat in my office and searched for the words to sell her story. Her air of, "I'm going to be just fine" was betrayed by the tears she was desperately trying to hold back. Finally the words exploded from her lips and she said some of the most touching words out of any woman I have ever heard. She said, "I am here not to attack you but to help him. He took everything she had been given to bear this load on her own. She was tracked down by police. She had enrolled in college and was doing well. She had traded in her friends for new friends who were trying to do right and who were encouraging her to do as well. She was not only attending AA and NA meetings, she was doing so well that she had been allowed to be in charge of some of the meetings. It was in that setting that she became acquainted with a man who was also struggling with depression and knew she had little attention to give over the next morning. She had written a letter to him and set out to find him. She had been gone for some time when she was found. She had just been found unconscious and called to the hospital. She had been in trouble and arrested. Another case of justice prevailing? Not quite.

She had told her lawyer she had no case; it was a case of self-defense. She had told him her story. She was then tracked down by police. She had been sold a story for years. She had been sold on her story because of her presence of mind to call the police. She had taken over the life of the girl as she sat in my office. She had become a part of justice. She had been in trouble and arrested. Another case of justice prevailing? Not quite.
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"If one of the people who helped create Darfur died, it would not be a big deal," said the university president.
Kate Dear student reporter

"Musical Comedy Murders of the 1940s" by John Bollrop is now showing at the Center on the Square dinner theater in downtown Searcy.

The show, produced by Larry Hallmark, is set in Winsto-

noma, N.Y., during a blizzard. The term is on a theater production staff trapped in a house with a murderer who is trying them a German maid, a New You tube, an English nurse, a milli-

corn and a group of financial people. The plot

does include classic mystery motifs such as cohorted of crushed bodies, hidden passageways and locked doors.

"It is a challenging set full of flats, doors and revolving bookshelves," Hallmark said.

"The story has a bititudinous plot twist after another."

The cast includes many regular players of Center on the Square including the director of the box office, Molly Nobile. Molly plays songwriter Bernice Roth, who is very drunk most of the show.

Noble is not a stranger to the theater. She has been on stage since grade five.

"I love to play roles where I can make people laugh or make someone cry. That is one of my greatest pleasures as an actor," Noble said. "I think of one male actor and two female actors who have fainted."

Noble also played the role of "Samantha" in the TV series "Beverly Hills, 90210."

She began playing video games at a young age.

According to the DMCA, Title 17, Subchapter I, Online Copyright Infringement Liability Limitation Act, creates protections for online service providers against copyright liability if they follow guidelines and act in good faith to remove infringing materials if they receive a notice containing infringements from an author. After said he does not know if he wants to give up acting or continue his education at the university. He also wants to continue playing video games.

According to the DMCA, Title 17, Subchapter I, Online Copyright Infringement Liability Limitation Act, creates protections for online service providers against copyright liability if they follow guidelines and act in good faith to remove infringing materials if they receive a notice containing infringements from an author.

After said he does not know if he wants to give up acting or continue his education at the university. He also wants to continue playing video games.
Habitat For Humanity Breaks Ground

ANDREA THORNDICK

news editor

Last week, Habitat for Hu-
manity of Central Arkansas
broke ground on its first house at 106 W. Judson St. in Little Rock.

The house will be built for Hannah and her family, who will be the
first family to live in the home.

Habitat for Humanity,

a nonprofit organization,

worked with the family to

design and build the house

in a way that would meet

their needs.

The family will begin

paying a reduced mortgage
to help them save money and

technically speaking, you

will be a part of my life forever.

CHRISTINE HARRIS

share a cookie with a local

baker to make an ideal cake for

a Christian to provide care for

people in need of medical

treatment.

"We are excited to offer this

unique cake to those in need

and to support our local

bakers," the organization said.

Anyone who would like to

participate can contact the

organization at (501) 268-

0589 or visit its website at

www.habitat.org.

"The proceeds will go towards

the cost of building the house,

and the families will be

provided with a home of their

own," the organization said.

Anyone interested in

learning more can contact

the organization at the

number above or visit its

website.

Advertising Information Available

At www.harding.edu/thebison

or by calling 501-279-4330
Perils Of MySpace and StalkerLife

**KELLY LOWE**

**Guest Space**

Some people do not realize how much information they give out, and what they believe is “safe” is actually a red flag for stalkers.

It was recently reported by national media that MySpace is an unsafe place. The company’s CEO, Rich Winter, said that the site is “the most dangerous place on the internet.” The news came as a shock to many MySpace users, who believed that their online profiles were safe from the scrutiny of others.

The story began when a couple of MySpace users reported that they had received suspicious messages from strangers. One user, a 16-year-old girl, received a message from a man who claimed to be her friend. He had not communicated with her before and asked her to meet him in person. The girl’s parents were notified, and they reported the incident to the police. The investigation revealed that the user had posted personal information about her location, school, and interests.

Another user, a 20-year-old boy, received a message from a man who claimed to be his ex-girlfriend’s new boyfriend. The boy had not communicated with his ex-girlfriend in months and did not know who the new boyfriend was. He was concerned about the situation and reported it to the police. The investigation revealed that the user had posted personal information about his ex-girlfriend’s location, school, and phone number.

These incidents highlight the need for MySpace users to be cautious about what they share online. MySpace is a public platform, and anyone can access your profile if they know your username. It is important to review your privacy settings and make sure that they are set to private. This will prevent strangers from accessing your profile and contacting you.

In addition, it is important to be mindful of what you share online. Do not post information about your location, phone number, or email address. If someone is stalking you, they may use this information to骚扰 you or harm you. It is also important to be cautious about what you share about your personal life. Do not post information about your relationships, finances, or health. If someone is stalking you, they may use this information to blackmail or harm you.

It is also important to report any suspicious activity to the police. If you receive a suspicious message or if someone is following you online, you should report it to the police. The police can investigate the situation and take appropriate action.

In conclusion, MySpace is a public platform, and it is important to be cautious about what you share online. If you are a MySpace user, you should review your privacy settings, be mindful of what you share, and report any suspicious activity to the police. This will help protect you from the dangers of stalkerlife.

---

**Guest Opinion**

**MICHAEL CLAXTON**

It is a challenging time for students. With the rise of social media, many students do not think about the information they are sharing online. This can be dangerous, as stalkers can use this information to harm or骚扰 you.

If you are a MySpace user, you should be aware of the risks. Do not post information about your location, phone number, or email address. If someone is stalking you, they may use this information to harass you or harm you. It is also important to be cautious about what you share about your personal life. Do not post information about your relationships, finances, or health. If someone is stalking you, they may use this information to blackmail or harm you.

It is also important to report any suspicious activity to the police. If you receive a suspicious message or if someone is following you online, you should report it to the police. The police can investigate the situation and take appropriate action.

In conclusion, MySpace is a public platform, and it is important to be cautious about what you share online. If you are a MySpace user, you should review your privacy settings, be mindful of what you share, and report any suspicious activity to the police. This will help protect you from the dangers of stalkerlife.

---

**Guest Space**

**MICHAEL CLAXTON**

It is a challenging time for students. With the rise of social media, many students do not think about the information they are sharing online. This can be dangerous, as stalkers can use this information to harm or harass you.

If you are a MySpace user, you should be aware of the risks. Do not post information about your location, phone number, or email address. If someone is stalking you, they may use this information to harass you or harm you. It is also important to be cautious about what you share about your personal life. Do not post information about your relationships, finances, or health. If someone is stalking you, they may use this information to blackmail or harm you.

It is also important to report any suspicious activity to the police. If you receive a suspicious message or if someone is following you online, you should report it to the police. The police can investigate the situation and take appropriate action.

In conclusion, MySpace is a public platform, and it is important to be cautious about what you share online. If you are a MySpace user, you should review your privacy settings, be mindful of what you share, and report any suspicious activity to the police. This will help protect you from the dangers of stalkerlife.
Borrowers Forced To Face The Music
Music Steering Hustles And Industry And Celebrity Label

More than once I've heard the claim that the use of the Internet entails the loss of all and of all its capabilities. This logic is analogous to saying that because you own a desktop computer you deserve free gasoline. Acknowledge that their practices may be, or definitely are, wrong, but if you keep shoving your practices to the side and everybody just gets along, then they get married and then they get divorced. I say this only because the only thing I can think of is to try to ruin the experience of everybody else, and try to rob you of your hard-earned and empty shampoo bottles.

A problem arose if someone accidentally overtook it. It was literally then crunch time as the rest of the state had to indefinitely move out of their bathroom than usual.

Music stealing hurts industry and...
"You must be the change you want to see in the world."

Mahatma Gandhi

Auction Raises Awareness

KATIE DEAR
student reporter

Sitting curled up in a big cushioned chair without any sounds of distraction, the book lies open on the reader's lap and slowly he leaves this world and becomes immersed in the black and white text. Chill runs down his spine as he reads the details of the heroic tale.

As he emerges from the trance, he realizes tears are streaming down his face. He read a good book.

Books may impact readers and stir their emotions. Some encourage our dreams and stimulate our hopes while others, based on real crises, compel us to take action.

One Harding student said he was influenced by a book he read on the teenage soldiers in Africa and decided to take matters into his own hands to make a difference.

Senior Andrew Dorsey said he was very concerned about the situation in Africa after reading "A Long Way Gone - Memoirs of a Boy Soldier" by Ishmael Beah.

The book follows the life of 13-year-old Beah, who became a soldier during the Sierra Leon's civil war of the 1990s. The book portrays the massacres, genocide and mutilation this young boy withstood after being kidnapped by army forces that use child soldiers for revenge against those who have destroyed their families. Beah and his fellow teenage soldiers were eventually rescued and sent to a UNICEF-affiliated rehabilitation center to try and detox them from the marijuana and brown-brown (cocaine mixed with gunpowder) that they had become addicted to.

Beah left Africa when he was 17 and graduated from Oberlin College. The book ends with a happy story for Beah, but millions of others are still caught in the civil conflicts in Africa. Even boys as young as six or seven are forced to fight for a cause they do not understand.

Dorsey said he decided to do something to support this cause. Dorsey traveled to Dallas on March 6 where he bought five copies of "A Long Way Gone" and had the books signed by Beah. When Dorsey, who is the manager of a Starbucks on Landmark and McCain, returned to Little Rock; he put the books up for auction at several different Starbucks in the Little Rock area. Books were put at every central Arkansas Starbucks on March 19 and end April 22.

"Being at Harding was one of the things that compelled me to read this book," Dorsey said. "I felt, as many have, that something needs to be done, so this is my small attempt."

These proceeds, as well as the $2 per book sold at Starbucks nationwide (with a minimum $100,000 donation) will go to UNICEF for the rehabilitation of children in struggles much like the obstacles Beah faced.

Dorsey said he is hoping that through the auction of these books he can help make a difference in Africa or at least raise awareness of the struggles these people are facing daily.

"I urge you to read the book, pray for the situations these children face every day, and stop by your local Starbucks and bid on a book," Dorsey said.

If anyone would like to bid and are not able to go to a Starbucks, e-mail Dorsey at josephadorsey@gmail.com. Include name, address and phone number, and he can direct interested participants on where to place a bid.
**I Love This Game**

Just cast it in. There are plenty of other things to do about this, but it's fixed on this. Nothing might mean as much as a trip to Opening Day with those incredible handfuls because you look with anticipation. Nothing quite compares to the roar of the crowd, the band blaring the fight song. Mood, memories mixed with the combined roar of the crowd. That one-handed interruption is run for a match-on.

Maybe you made it to that time the state championship game, when everyone went nuts in the fall just the right place for you to position some room in the heat or the wind. "Of course."

I remember meeting you at the bar last night packed like sardines baseball's opening day is book. And that, folks, means basketball reigns.

Every time I think I'm passing over the team made the tournament, "Nothing
to my high school basketball team as 
said. I'd just remember how I used to look up at the se-

I'm an alley oop, the strategy.

If your university basketball team is
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Agrit is the only time of year that fans of college basketball can enjoy watching live games in person. This year, the Gonzaga Bulldogs made it to the championship game, losing to the University of Connecticut Huskies. The game was held in Indianapolis, Indiana, and over 100,000 fans packed the stadium to witness the epic clash of two powerhouses.

Williams said she is excited to see her former team play in such a large venue. "I'm sure it will be a great experience, and I'll be cheering for the Bulldogs all the way," she said.

The Gonzaga Bulldogs finished the season with a record of 27-9, and they will be looking to make a bigger impression next year. With the addition of some talented fresh faces, they have a shot at making it to the championship game once again.

Williams also expressed her support for the Gonzaga community, saying, "I'm proud of the Bulldogs and everything they've accomplished this year. I can't wait to see what they do in the future."
Old Link, Familiar Adventure

NATHAN NORRIS

A
demise before we begin: this review covers the Gamecube version of "Twilight Princess," and not the Wii version, where you get to swing Link around using the Wii remote. Take that into account when reading this guide.

Anyway, "Zelda: Twilight Princess" marks the successor to the wildly popular "Zelda: Ocarina of Time." The two are quite similar in many ways. For example, there's the plot: You are Link, the hero, and you wake up from a small town who somehow ends up in a quest to save the world. You travel around, navigating through Hyrule, solving puzzles, killing lots of monsters and fighting in the dungeons, you have to go, you can have fun along the way, because you're going to see people in these dungeons. In some dungeons, you have to go for lots of keys, solve loads of puzzles and kill loads of the enemies in the same rooms over and over again. This is all rather dull and tedious to me, and I'm someone who finds fantasy and science fiction very intriguing. But it's too much like the game I play in real life. "Twilight Princess" is quite heavy in the action aspect.

Adding onto that, Link's wolf form is quite interesting to see, because it's something fresh and new. Also, you'd expect from Zelda, one of the main characters, is that Link's appearance changes almost exactly the same way as "Ocarina" as well.
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Relient K Proves To Be Reliable

I've never been a fan of contemporary Christian music—rock or otherwise. I'll blame it on my upbringing as a musician. I was brought up in a music ministry and anything that was musically not wholesome was subject to rejection. Yet, having listened to Relient K's latest album, I must admit that I was pleasantly surprised.

The album, titled 'The Anatomy of Tongue in Cheek,' is a collection of 10 tracks that are a mix of rock, pop, and alternative. The lyrics are mostly about personal experience and everyday life. The album opens with the title track, 'The Anatomy of Tongue in Cheek,' which is a fun and catchy song that sets the tone for the rest of the album.

'The Softest Sound of a Shooting Star' is another highlight of the album. The song features a blend of rock and pop, with a catchy chorus that is sure to get stuck in your head. The lyrics are about the beauty of life and the importance of making the most of it.

'The Long and Short of It' is a track that features a more subdued and introspective style. The lyrics are about the challenges of life and the need to keep moving forward. The track features a nice melody and a strong vocal performance.

Overall, the album is a fun and engaging listen. The music is well-produced and the lyrics are thought-provoking. If you're looking for a new album to add to your collection, 'The Anatomy of Tongue in Cheek' is definitely worth a listen.